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Abstract—Nowadays, connected devices are growing exponen-
tially; their produced data traffic has increased unprecedent-
edly. Information systems security and cybersecurity are critical
because data typically contain sensitive personal information,
requiring high data protection. An authentication system manages
and controls access to this data allowing the system to ensure the
legitimacy of the access request. Most of the current identification
and authentication systems are based on a centralized architec-
ture. However, some concepts as Cloud computing and Blockchain
use respectively distributed and decentralized architectures. Users
without a central server will own platforms and applications of
the next generation of Internet and Web3. This paper proposes
AuSDiDe, a new authentication system for the distributed and
decentralized structure. This solution aims to divide and share
keys toward different and distributed nodes. The main objective
of AuSDiDe is to securely store and manage passwords, private
keys, and authentication based on the Shamir secret sharing algo-
rithm. This new proposal significantly reinforces data protection
in information security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the number of connected machines is growing
exponentially. This is explained by several factors such as
the use of social networks, streaming and sharing videos,
online services (payment, purchases, etc.), connected objects,
cryptocurrency [1].

The world has never been digitized as it is today. Digi-
tization of different services, the use of cryptocurrency, IoT,
etc. Moreover, the Covid-19 pandemic has given a boost to
digitization, paving the way for new opportunities for growth,
competitiveness and inclusion. The global data traffic has
increased at an unprecedented rate over the last decade. There
are various challenges and issues associated with this data.

Among these challenges, security and privacy have been
considered as important issues since data often involves dif-
ferent types of sensitive personal information, e.g., addresses,
personal preference, banking details, governmental data , fi-
nancial, medical, military, or NFT’s - Non-fungible token.
Putting the data on the Net and on the Cloud [2] makes them
vulnerable. This requires more vigilance from the administra-
tors and owner of this data. To put more reliable and secure
means to protect and secure the data against malicious people

and botnets. It is necessary to choose the security criteria to
be taken into account. Commonly used security criteria are
availability, integrity, and confidentiality, but it may be relevant
to add others such as proof, control, anonymity, reliability. The
scale of needs will be determined according to these security
criteria. Information systems security and cybersecurity ensure
data protection. An authentication system manages and con-
trols access to this data [3]. Fig. 1, 2, and 3 show a centralized,
decentralized, and distributed organizational structure.

Fig. 1. Centralized Organizational Structure.

In Fig. 1, server systems with one or more slave nodes
directly linked to a central server are centralized systems. In
many companies, this is the most frequent sort of system.

In Fig. 2, every node in a decentralized system makes
its own choice. The sum of the individual node choices
determines the system’s ultimate behavior. It is worth noting
that the request is not received and responded to by a single
organization structure.

A distributed system shown in Fig. 3 comprises a group
of loosely coupled processors that are linked together via a
communication network. A distributed system may consist of
computational and diverse nodes connected by a communi-
cation network. Any node’s total resources should be visible
and freely available to other nodes. The choice of a load
sharing or global planning technique is an important aspect
of a distributed system’s design configuration.

The advantage of the proposed approach, on the contrary
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Fig. 2. Decentralized Organizational Structure.

Fig. 3. Distributed Organizational Structure.

to most traditional secret sharing schemes, is that the shares
are distributed and decentralized. This study presents a novel
authentication scheme for the distributed (Fig. 3)and decen-
tralized (Fig. 2) structure. This method aims to split and share
keys across several remote nodes.

Most of the current identification and authentication sys-
tems are based on centralized architecture [4], today it is
necessary to think about new methods and structures in order
to strengthen the authentication and to be compatible with the
new architectures.

There are some concept like Cloud computing [5] and
Blockchain [6] use respectively distributed and decentralized
architectures [7] as shown in Fig. 2 and 3. For example, in
the next generation Internet, the platforms and applications
built on the Web3 will be owned by users, without a central
server [8]. In order to remedy these limitations and security
concerns, this paper present a new approach, focused on the
authentication systems, key and password management.

In docker, integrity comes from trust, i.e. the user decides
to retrieve a docker image from the docker hub, which is a
set of community images. Docker security relates to threats
and attacks that challenge security based on confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of services.The application system
must function flawlessly during the expected use ranges and
guarantee access to the services and resources installed with

the expected response time. Basic docker provides function-
ality to have high availability, Docker Swarm, an orchestrator
that allows you to manage your cluster of containers.Indeed,
the security of the information system is considered one of
the primary issues to be established. Each organization must
define a security policy to succumb to its needs and protect
these resources and their trade secrets.

In order to increase the level of security [9], a new
authentication mechanism is introduced. This authentication
mechanism for distributed and decentralized structures is based
on Shamir’s secret sharing.

Hadoop is a big data processing paradigm that can effi-
ciently address the issues of big data because of its distributed
storage and parallel processing properties, as well as other
benefits such as open source. The proposal is considered
as the last method to guarantee the robustness of any key
management system is to divide the keys into various bits,
as recommended in the Split Keys approach. In this approach,
no one individual has access to the real key; instead, the key
must be used by a group of people. The system suggested in
this paper splits and distributed keys to distinct and scattered
nodes in all clusters.

AuSDiDe a new proposed architecture to securely manage
passwords, private key and authentication. Shamir’s algorithm
is used to share secret information

The main purpose of this system is to split the secret key
into parts, giving each server its own shared key, where some
or all of the parts are needed in order to rebuild a passphrase
that gives access to the secret.

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. First a
review of the related work realized in this topic is presented.
Then a presentation of the architecture of an authentication
system. After the implementation results are displayed. The
conclusions and future work are presented in the last Section.

II. RELATED WORK

Nowadays, there are many proposals for securing and man-
aging authentication system. The proposed system reinforces
security, prevents certain attacks such as man in the middle,
identity theft, and adapts to new distributed and decentralized
architecture.

To improve the security of keys used for encryption, [10]
proposes a threshold secret sharing system employing Newton
division difference interpolating polynomial in a distributed
Cloud context.

The study [11] proposes a system that employs secure
multiparty computation (SMPC) protocols with Shamir secret
sharing for password- and iris-based authentication.

Hashing may not be able to hide data as effective in post
quantum era [12], an authentication protocol which will use
Shamir’s secret sharing method to authenticate with server is
proposed. A novel approach based on blockchain technology
[13], digital signatures and threshold ElGamal Cryptosystem
to address the problem of single point of failure.

The authors in [14] provide a viable way for protecting
the traditional password-based authentication system since this
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sort of authentication is often required. They suggest a way for
sharing a secret based on Shamir’s well-known (k, n) threshold
approach.

In [15], the authors discuss a new approach for managing
the secrets in a decentralised way by leveraging decentralised
identity concepts such as verifiable credential technologies,
password-authenticated key exchange protocols and multi-
party computation.

Another approach were developed in [16] who introduce
PASSAT is a practical method that enhances the security
assurance provided by today’s cloud architecture without need-
ing any modifications or collaboration from cloud service
providers. PASSAT is a cloud-invisible program that enables
users to safely and effectively save and retrieve their files on
public cloud storage with a single master password.

III. SHAMIR’S SECRET SHARING

Authentication for a computer system is a process that
allows the system to verify the legitimacy of the access request.
The system then assigns this entity the identity data for this
session. Access to the resources of an information system by an
entity is broken down into three sub-processes, authentication,
identification and access control [17].

Cryptography is one of the disciplines of cryptology focus-
ing on protecting messages ensuring confidentiality, authentic-
ity and integrity by often using secrets or keys. Shamir’s Secret
Sharing is an example of this cryptographic algorithm [18].

A. Distributed Scenario

A distributed system is a computer environment in which
numerous nodes on a network are used to distribute different
components [7].

Because distributed networks are formed up of equal, in-
terconnected nodes, data ownership, and computing resources
are dispersed equitably throughout the network.These nodes
divided up the work and coordinated their efforts to finish the
assignment more quickly than if it had been assigned to a
single node. Compared to decentralized networks, distributed
networks are more scalable.

A node in a distributed network may fail on its own
without impacting the rest of the system. It is more difficult
to change information on a distributed network since data is
spread equitably throughout the whole network [7].

B. Decentralized

Decentralization is defined by the distribution of powers.
Scaling decentralized networks is simple. Instead of depending
on a single central node, a decentralized network spreads
information processing among numerous nodes [7]. Even if
one of the master nodes fails, the remaining servers can
continue to offer data access to users, and the network as
a whole will keep running. Because information kept on the
network is spread across numerous points rather than via a
single one, decentralized networks provide a higher level of
consumer privacy [19]. Furthermore, user requests are often
completed faster when using a decentralized network. Fig. 4
shows the nodes of the AuSDiDe node’s topology.

Fig. 4. AuSDiDe Nodes.

Fig. 5 details a schematic diagram of the general AuSDiDe
architecture used for Distributed and Decentralized Structure
Based on Shamir’s Secret Sharing.

C. Shamir’s Secret-Sharing Scheme

Shamir’s Insider Information Adi Shamir is the creator of
sharing. A secret is split into pieces in a kind of dispersed
secret [18]. Each participant has their own shared key, where
some or all the parts are needed to reconstruct a passphrase.
Shamir’s secret sharing or key sharing, is a process which a
private encryption key is split into separate fragments. Every
fragment is useless, unless it is sufficiently assembled to
reconstitute the original key [7].

It is not necessary that all the participants reconstitute
the access password. This is why the threshold scheme is
sometimes used where a number k of the parts is sufficient
for rebuild the original secret [20].

In Shamir’s secret-sharing arrangement, there are n share-
holders [21]. Ui =

{
U1, U2, ..., Un

}
and a mutually trusted

dealer D.

The dealer D produces a(t−1) degree polynomial f(x) ∈
Zp, where P is a prime integer, to divide the secret S into
n shares. S = f(0) is the shared secret, and before sending
the (xi , yi) to the shareholder Ui the dealer calculates the
secret-sharing shares as yi = f(xi) for xi ̸=0.

When regenerating the secret, at least t shares (xi , yi)
are required to recover the polynomial f ′(x), allowing each
shareholder to get the secret S = f ′(0). The approach is
comprised of two algorithms: secret reconstruction and share
generation [21]:

For share generation, the (t − 1) degree polynomial is
defined as:

f(xi) = a0 + a1x
1 + ax2 + ...+ at−1x

t−1, (mod p) (1)

and ai ∈ Zp, for 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, at−1 ̸= 0,the secret
S = f(0) = a0.

In a(t, n) secret-sharing system, n points arer randomly
chosen as xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and xi ̸= 0 ∈ Zp,, the
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Fig. 5. Architecture AuSDiDe.

dealer calculates yi = f(x) and transmits si = (xi, yi) to
shareholders Ui.

For a secret reconstruction [18], supposing that t share-
holders U1, U2, ..., Ut. Each shareholder Ui gives a share si to
the other stockholders. After that, if a shareholder possesses m
shares s1, s2, ..., sm, he may retrieve f ′(x) using the Lagrange
interpolation polynomial as [21]:

f ′(x) =

t∑
i=1

si

t∏
j=1,i̸=j

xj − x

xj − xi
, (mod p) (2)

The secret S will be computed as:

f ′(0) =

t∑
i=1

si

t∏
j=1,i̸=j

xj

xj − xi
, (mod p) (3)

IV. AUSDIDE GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

The AuSDiDE is introduced to enhance security and been
developed to increase the level of security. This system takes
into consideration those architectures: distributed and central-
ized.

AuSDiDe is compsed of nodes playing different exclusive
roles between them. Hacking and attacking servers should
be difficult. Getting a key will not be enough to encrypt
the passphrase, you need to get all shared keys. It will be
complicated, given the number of servers.

The AuSDiDe is composed of two main Node as shown in
Fig. 4: Key Manager – the master and Key Node – the slave.
One of the machines is the master, called Key Manager: This
machine contains all names and key parts, like a phone book.

All other machines are Key Node. They store the different
shared secret key. The key Manager knows where the keys
are, which part of the key and on which key Manager are
registered.

The key manager will be dividing the secret into several
parts – (n, k) key parts after having defined the threshold k.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, this task called split operation.

The threshold represents the minimum number of parties
necessary to reconstitute the passphrase and unlock access to
the secret. This task called combine operation.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the implementation of the AuSDiDe is
presented. The created cluster is composed of different servers,
playing different exclusive roles. For this operation, the docker
[22] and Hadoop framework [23] are used.

A. Docker Security Advantages

Docker’s most widely used containerization technique can
raise the degree of security if used correctly (in comparison
to running applications directly on the host). On the other
hand, misconfigurations might result in a reduction in secu-
rity or even the introduction of new vulnerabilities. Docker
gives the ability to automate the deployment of applications
into Containers [24]. Docker offers an additional layer of
deployment engine on top of a Container environment where
programs are virtualized and executed. Docker is meant to offer
a speedy and lightweight environment in which code may be
executed quickly and an additional facility of the competent
work process to remove the code from the computer for testing
before production [24]. You may certainly start with a docker
with a basic configuration system, a docker binary with a
Linux kernel. Docker has four major internal components:
Docker Server and Client, Docker Registries, Docker Images,
and Containers. A Docker image is used to generate a Docker
container [22]. Containers store all of the components needed
for a program, allowing it to execute in isolation. Assume
there is an image of Ubuntu OS with MongoDB server;
when executed with the docker run command, a container is
produced, and MongoDB server is operating on Ubuntu OS
[22].

B. Benefits and Advantages of Hadoop

The Apache Hadoop project creates open-source software
for scalable, distributed computing. The software library is a
framework that enables the distributed processing of massive
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data volumes across computer clusters by using basic program-
ming techniques [23]. It is intended to grow from a single
server to thousands of computers, providing local computing
and storage.

Rather than relying on hardware to provide high availabil-
ity, the library is intended to identify and manage failures at
the application layer, allowing a highly available service to
be delivered on top of a cluster of machines that may all fail
[23].Therefore, it is widely used today to store, analyze, and
manipulate huge amounts of data: Hadoop is a standard for
Big Data processing. Hadoop refers to its ecosystem and all
software such as Apache Spark, Cloudera Impala, Sqoop, etc.

The Experimental Architecture of AuSDiDe Implementa-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Experimental Architecture of AuSDiDe Implementation.

The three containers represent a Key Manager and three
Key nodes utilizing a Docker image. We use throughout the
implementation three containers, representing respectively a
Key Manager and three Key Nodes using docker image [24],
as shown in Fig. 6.

The result of this execution shows how the split operation
at the Key Manager was able to divide and share the shared
keys SK1, SK2 and SK3 and store them to the different Key
Node1, Key Node2 and Key Node3.

For the inverse operation i.e combine operation, the thresh-
old equal two, representing the minimum number of parties
necessary to reconstitute the passphrase and unlock access to
the secret. It can be SK1 and SK2; SK2 and SK3 or SK1 and
SK3.

VI. DISCUSSION

Several considerations must be taken to determine the
authentication system adapted for new architectures. The future
of internet (for example web 3.0) implement a decentralized
architecture, all machines can play the role of master and slave
at the same time. For example, Peer-to-peer (P2P) is a model of
computer network structured in a decentralized way [25], the
communications between nodes with equal responsibility. In

the world network, nodes are identified by a logical IP address.
To maintain anonymity in a network, it is better to use private
or public key addresses. These different constraints have been
well studied for the development of the AusDiDe solution.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new approach focused on authenti-
cation systems, private keys, and password management. This
solution presents a new way of thinking about authentication
systems and sensitive data security. These will be adapted to
future generation Internet, e.g., web3. The implementation of
AuSDiDe clearly shows better security and an obstacle for
malicious attacks. The AuSDiDe system divides and shares
keys toward different and distributed nodes in all clusters.
Hacking requires obtaining all the shared keys, making it
difficult for hackers. As continuity to this work and to enhance
the AuSDiDe functionality, the artificial intelligence concept
will develop an intelligent AuSDiDe system operating in
decentralized and hybrid architecture as Blockchain. Towards
a framework for a smart AuSDiDe with a learning system
to anticipate intrusions and anomalies in order to reinforce
security.
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